ART BEGINS AT FORTY

SIR JEREMY MORSE
London, England

I am Guy Dilnott IV: My boy is Guy Dilnott V, or Guy Jr.
I go in for art, now I’m almost forty:
Guy Jr. is not at all arty
I buy. glossy chintz for my den: Guy Jr.
abhors it
“Chintz!”, he begins, “Chintz is not fit
for a sty”
“No, no”, I bellow,: “I know best”

[Every word (number, abbreviation) is in alphabetical order.]

A NEW 6x6x6 WORD CUBE

BARRY FAGAN
US Air Force Academy

In a 1976 issue of Word Ways, Paul Remley presented a partial solution to the construction of a 6x6x6 symmetrical word cube. In a 1978 issue, Jeff Grant identified a 6x6x6 symmetrical word cube using the OED. The cube below was discovered using Python code written by the author and executed on the cloud at www.pcloud.com, using the public domain English Only Word List (EOWL) list of 6-letter words. The program reports there are no other 6-cubes and no cubes of higher order that can be constructed from the EOWL list.

The six squares that make up the EOWL cube are shown below:

```
PRESTO  RUSHERS  ESCORT  SHOVEL  TERETE  OSLER
RUSHERS  UNTAME  STALER  HALITE  EMETIN  SERENE
ESCORT  STALER  CAGILY  OLIVES  RELENT  TRYSTS
SHOVEL  HALITE  OLIVES  VIVERS  ETERNE  LESSEE
TERETE  EMETIN  RELENT  ETERNE  TINNER  ENTERA
OSTLER  SERENE  TRYSTS  LESSEE  ENTERA  RESEAL*
```

*This word can also be RESEAT or RESEAU
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